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CHAPTER SEVEN

To be a rock and not to roll:
Promoting political literacy

through music and mixtapes

Shyam. K. Sr/ram1

It has to start somewhere, it has to start some time/
What better place than here? What better time than now?

"GUERILLA RADIO" BY RAGE AGAINST THE MACHINE (1999)

Popular music meets popular politics

During the 2008 presidential campaign, both the Democrat and Republican
challengers used popular music to a large degree in their campaigns. The
idea of theme music is not a new one to American politics; Schacter noted
that presidential candidates as early as George Washington used music to
generate popular support.2 Yet, in the last few election cycles, there has
been a more pervasive use of music to accompany public appearances of
candidates and a larger role played by the artists themselves, so much so
*at the parties and candidates have claimed a sort of "issue ownership"
with certain songs. Heart's "Barracuda" became Governor Sarah Palin's
theme song and was played when she was introduced at the RNC's con-
vention and also after Senator John McCain's acceptance of the GOP
n°mination.3 In a similar fashion, two very different songs accompanied
then- Senator Barack Obama's introduction and exit at the DNC conven-
tion—Ill's "City of Blinding Lights" and Brooks and Dunn's "Only in
America," respectively.4
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All of these might simply be attempts at creative campaigning by using
popular music, but the truth of the matter is that music is as important as
ever in how people, especially young people, identify themselves, that is
it is not just a political thing. Although the method of obtaining popular
music might have drastically changed—LPs to tapes to CDs to iTunes
music still forms an integral part of how people identify themselves and
their interests.

Research has shown the hugely important role music plays in the lives
of youth the world over. In a 2007 New American Media survey of 16- to
22-year-olds in California, 27 percent of those surveyed said that music
and/or fashion denned their identity more than religion, or race.' In a simi-
lar study conducted in the United Kingdom, the authors found that those
surveyed listened to music an average of 2.45 hours dai ly and preferred
listening to music over all other indoor activities.6 What was even more
interesting was why the respondents listened to pop music in the first place.
The most popular reasons were "to enjoy the music;" "to be creative/use
his/her imagination;" "to relieve boredom;" "to help get through difficult
times;" "to relieve tension/stress;" "to express his/her feelings/emotions;"
and "to reduce loneliness."7

If politicians and candidates are using music to reach new audiences
and if young people are identifying with music more and more, then is
it not plausible to suggest that music can be used to teach politics or at
the very least, used as a medium to write about it? The question is how.
Academics have been working on creative ideas to use music as a vehicle of
instruction and as a way to stimulate debate. Yet, they continue to have the
same challenges in teaching students to appreciate politics. Notes Deets,
"I have found it challenging to teach students to truly see different sides
of contentious issues, appreciate how political science insights can illumi-
nate many aspects of the world around us and really delve into issues of
political culture and the power of identity."8 He notes two particular chal-
lenges. Students either bring too much of their own biases and passions to
class or conversely, are simply overwhelmed by the unknown, unwilling
to understand how politics happens. Echoing a similar sentiment, Soper
had this to say:

There are several challenges to teaching an introductory American politics
course . . . Chief among these obstacles are a growing indifference t
or cynicism about politics among our students, a pervasive feeling that
politics does not relate to their lives, a lack of passion for the study and
practice of politics.9

But, what if an assignment could be crafted that did both? Allow students
to bring their individual passions to class, but also make them confroni
the unknown by having them question the very selection of these passion:
What about a writing assignment on music and politics? The "mixtape
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essay is a unique and stimulating take-home essay that I incorporate in
three different classes I teach at Georgia Perimeter College—POLS 1101,
••American Government;" HEDS 1011, "Guide to College Success;" and
GPCS 1010, "First Year Seminar." Students are challenged to pick five
songs from any genre of music—or language for that matter—and write
their version of liner notes, but emphasizing the political significance or
s\m of the music they have chosen. Choosing the songs is moderately
diff icul t , but writing about the political significance of each selection is far
harder. This assignment is one for critical thinking, listening, reading, and

\vrinng.
A unique assignment melding music and politics could be especially con-

sequential for international students who face particular challenges related
to critical thinking and writing in the American classroom. A key point
brought up by Centellas is how too often, international students are at
a gross disadvantage during in-class discussions and with writing assign-
ments.10 The disadvantage is evident when students are expected to have
some basic understanding of American politics before even stepping into
the classroom.

This chapter outlines my experiences using the political mixtape assign-
ment over the last 4 years at Georgia Perimeter College, a multicampus,
2-year access institution in the State of Georgia (24,000 students at last
estimate). Over 600 students have completed the assignment and chosen
music by almost 800 different artists representing a myriad of languages
and 34 countries. This chapter explores similar pedagogical techniques
used in political science and other disciplines, trends in popular music, and
the powerful way students are able to break out of their shell and write
about politics in a cogent and articulate manner. I feel strongly that this
"experiment" in music-focused literacy can be adapted for a myriad of aca-
demic disciplines, as well as student populations.

What are mixtapes?

A standby from the 1970s, "mixtapes" were cassettes with multiple songs
from different artists recorded on them. There is some dispute about the
origins of mixtapes—and even the name, with some suggesting "mix
tapes" and "mix-tapes"—with many hip hop purists arguing that the
tapes grew out of the New York disco culture where early rap pioneers like
Grandmaster Flash and Afrika Bambaataa put together "party tapes" that
included hard-to-find music, sampling, shout outs and allowed the con-
sumer to recreate the party and club atmosphere, albeit at home.11

Mixtapes have gradually evolved with the advent of file sharing and disc
burning software, into CDs, ushering in, what Gallagher, has called "the
golden age of the mix CD."12 As Sante eloquently put it in The New York

1
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Review of Books, "The maker dubs onto cassette or burns onto CD a group
of songs by other hands, the selection and sequence intended to compose a
billet-doux . . . It is a natural outcome of home-recording technology, and
represents a back-porch, scaled-down amateur version of the highly com-
petitive art of the DJ."13 According to Schantz14 and Ciccariello-Maher,15

mixtapes have a particular significance for fans of hip hop and rap as any-
one with the simplest software and CD duplication hardware can produce
cheap CDs with demos, unreleased material, radio edits, or just music for
the masses.

An alternative theory is that mixtapes grew out of the ''bootleg 8-track"
era and "were largely found for sale at truck stops and flea markets in the
1960s."16 This gave way to the exhaustive, do it yourself (DIY) ethic of the
1970s and 1980s where billions of songs were copied from LPs, radio, live
records, and other tapes onto new compilation cassettes, which came to
be known as mixtapes.17 For Jansen, "Mix taping became a widespread
practice between the late 1970s and early 1990s, after which its popularity
declined, gradually giving way to digital forms of rerecording."1*

Mixed media in the classroom:
The research so far

In the following section, I outline some of the scholarship on using multi-
media in the classroom to teach concepts and issues relating to the social
sciences. Although it is not an exhaustive list, it is encouraging to read
about faculty experimentation with using media and popular culture rang-
ing from The Daily Show to graphic novels to make the subject matter
more palatable for students. Deets has referred to the power of novels and
films that force students to ponder questions about "complex power rela-
tionships, tensions over communal identity, issues of responsibility and
institutional behavior."19 Yet, he also laments the incredible "disservice"
that educators do to students by not bringing popular culture more in to
the teaching space. As Soper has similarly noted, educators must "make an
effort to understand the world from the standpoint of our students, attempt
to increase the cultural relevance of our courses and explore the benefits or
using music to make students feel more engaged in the study of politics.

To be fair, there have been several attempts by political scientists H
the last decade to harness popular culture as a pedagogical tool. Film has
achieved particular success as a medium for teaching political topics. Brozek
notes that film-related politics courses have been offered at the University
of Texas, the University of Connecticut, New York University, Duquesr
University, and the University of Pittsburgh.21 Certain films have also
achieved widespread use as teaching tools—particularly Stanley Kubrick
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I

1964 film, Dr. Strangelove (Or How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love
the Bomb).22 Lindley suggest that this "black comedy" can be used to dis-
cuss key concepts in US foreign policy and international relations includ-
ing 'deterrence, mutually assured destruction, preemption, the security
dilemma, arms races, relative versus absolute gains concerns, Cold War
mispcrceptions and paranoia and civil-military relations (in this order)."23

Dr. Strangelove was also used in a political science class by Garcia lommi
\vho discussed its portrayal of deterrence, in conjunction with her use of
the fihns Paradise Now to discuss Alexander Wendt's social constructivist
international relations theory and Syriana on Antonio Gramsci's theory
of hegemony.24 "Our students learn in an increasingly visual culture,"
writes Garcia lommi, "of which, they are sophisticated consumers, which
makes film a comfortable medium for them to reflect on the artifice of these

ideas."25
Political scientists have also looked at other media for enhancing learn-

ing on politics including competition-based reality shows like Survivor26

and American Idol;27 the Harry Potter films and books;28 and The West
Wing.29 The use of reality television can achieve different goals based on
the educators' expectations. Centellas used American Idol as a basis for
allowing students to think critically about Alexis de Tocqueville and Karl
Marx.30 Since "students rarely deconstruct their own social context," when
asked to do so through the material of a popular social experience like
American Idol, students were able to unscramble political scenarios more
easily, which made it easier for the educator to engage them on political
theory.31

Arguing that the current crop of American college students are far more
likely to watch and be engaged in shows like Rock of Love Bus and I Love
Money than hard news, Dreyer has suggested an alternative technique for
teaching political concepts.32 Why not channel this new form of reality tel-
evision programming into the classroom? According to the author:

11 am not suggesting that the reading of academic texts should be
replaced with television viewing. Nor do I believe that students can
learn everything they need to know about politics through watching
reality shows. Nonetheless, popular culture can at times be references in
discussions of course material, providing students with alternative ways

^ to think about certain concepts, thereby facilitating learning.33

He suggests that reality shows like Survivor: Cook Islands, Survivor: The
Australian Outback and Wife Swap can be used to teach a variety of politi-
cal science concepts including strategic behavior, balancing power, band-
wagoning, alliance behaviour, and the prisoner's dilemma.

Three additional essays also look at the use of comic television as a
Caching tool by building on the research about the significant effect of
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comedy-news shows on political efficacy.34 In a similar project, though
aimed at a decidedly younger population, Allen and Brewer71 examined
portrayals of Governor Sarah Palin on Saturday Night Live and its effects
on high school students' opinions of the candidate and about government.
More recently, Beavers incorporated The Daily Show in her classes using
a two-step process: comedy clips were screened in class to contextualize
current events and then, students were given related assignments using the
comic material to engage critical thinking and writing.36 She asks, "Could
comedians such as Jon Stewart, Tina Fey and Stephen Colbert succeed
where generations of political science professors and high school civics
teachers have often struggled? Could such figures make it [politics] 'cool'
(or perhaps even 'sweet' as my own young nephew might say)?"37

Another unexplored medium for teaching politics is through comics and
graphic novels like Art Spiegelman's Maus, Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons'
Watchmen, Joe Sacco's Palestine, and the titles published by India's Amar
Chitra Katha publishing house. Brozek has suggested that understanding
and appreciating comics is an acquirable skill like critical thinking and
listening and one that can make students more perceptive consumers of
graphic novels, particularly when they have applicable political content.38

He writes, "Artists and authors start with a blank, white sheet of paper,
which means there are an infinite number of ways to fill the page. Unlike
a film or written work, there are virtually no limitations on the artist's
imagination."39 A recent work by Sriram has looked at the titles on reli-
gious figures and national heroes in India published by Amar Chitra Katha
and how these comics frame Hindu-Muslim tensions through retellings of
history, politics, and culture.40 For a much more detailed discussion of the
usage of graphic novels and comics in the classroom, please see Chapter 5
by Kent Worcester in this book.

When it comes to using music to teach concepts in social sciences classes,
the research pickings are even slimmer. I was only able to locate three
political science papers in the area. In one experiment, Soper conducted an
extra-credit project with students choosing songs and videos that compli-
ment the class material for the day.41 Students were given extra credit to
suggest a song to begin every lecture with and asked to mail the educator
the song title, the complete lyrics, and one paragraph of liner notes. The
student whose song is chosen receives a very small amount of extra credit,
but as the author points out, that's not the point—he wants students to
feel like they have individually set the tone for the class. Soper explains, "
believe that the assignment is a way to engage students in learning abo""
politics, and that it can ultimately help them become better political scie
tists . . . I have no intention of abandoning textbooks, but music can ofte
be a successful way to highlight topics to which students only give a cursor
glance in the book."42

In another experiment, Burgess used popular music in the classroom
to raise awareness of and educate about potentially controversial topics
like domestic violence, racism, and inequality.43 Some of the songs used
\\ere Billie Holiday's "Strange Fruit," Elvis Presley's "Hound Dog," and
the C hrystals' "He Hit Me (Felt Like a Kiss)." Lastly, Stein offered an
innovative approach to tackling racial identity and white privilege in the
political science classroom through a music video by hip hop group, the
dead prez.44 The author did a pretest first to examine students' knowledge
about rap music and their thoughts about rap lyrics. Then the instruc-
tor screened the video, "Hell Yeah," and allowed students to reflect on
what they had seen. After a moderated discussion, students were asked
to complete a post-test questionnaire which gauged their ideas on white
privilege and whether those ideas had changed after seeing the video. All
of these assignments show great promise, as well as ingenuity, in their
use of music as mechanisms for teaching and learning. Whether used as
extra credit or vehicles of social change, each experiment allowed stu-
dents to utilize their interest in popular music as a form of experiential

learning.

Clarkston: "Small Town, Big Heart"45

I carried out my political mixtape project on the Clarkston campus, unique
among all the Georgia Perimeter College (GPC) campuses as well as a loca-
tion for a college. Since the 1980s, the majority of refugees in Georgia have
been resettled in Clarkston, a small city in DeKalb County, approximately
11 miles east of Atlanta. According to St. John,46 Clarkston's biggest selling
point was an over-abundance of affordable housing built in the 1970s to
accommodate middle-class workers. Coupled with easy access to MARTA,

, Atlanta's public transportation system, and the presence of several refu-
gee aid agencies like the International Rescue Committee (IRC), Refugee
Family Services (RFS), and World Relief, Clarkston became a refugee reset-
tlement hub for the Southeast United States. This incredible diversity—it is
more common to hear Amharic, Somali, and Dzongkha sometimes than
English—has also affected the student population of the Clarkston campus
of GPC. Most classes have at least one refugee student, across all majors—

some have more.The 2010 Census estimates that Clarkston is one of the most ethnically
diverse cities in Georgia. The United States Census Bureau estimated that
2,301 of Clarkston's 7,231 residents (or 33.7 percent) were foreign-born,
compared to 11.1 percent for the entire United States. Forty-one percent
of Clarkston's residents also speak a language other than English at home,
compared to 17.9 percent for the entire United States.
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The assignment

The inspiration for this assignment came to me while I was in graduate
school at Georgia State University and supplementing my assistantship sti-
pend by spinning records at bars and parties around town and working at
the student-run college radio station, WRAS-Atlanta, 88.5 FM.47 Music
and politics formed such a big part of my life and music seemed to be
such an integral part of my students' existence that the mixtape assignment
seemed to come almost naturally. What if students made mixtapes for me
with their favorite political songs? That might be a f u n and creative way to
get their minds chugging about politics in song. But how was that generat-
ing critical thinking and writing on their part? The answer, I thought, was
in the lost tradition of the record/tape/CD liner notes that accompanied
most music until the twenty-first century. What if students were challenged
to write liner notes about their favorite political music for a hypothetical
mixed tape? Thus, the mixtape essay was born!

There are three components to the assignment—the in-class discussion;
the mixtape essay; and the mixtape presentation. For the introduction to
the assignment, I spend about 30 minutes of class time going over the idea
behind this paper; the broad types of music, students can choose from
(countries, languages, cultures, genres, etc.); and some samples so they get
a better idea of what I expect. Borrowing an idea from Soper, I show two
music videos in class to get students in the correct mindset for this assign-
ment and to make them really think about what makes music political, and
also to showcase some the diversity of musical genres.48 The two videos
I screen are "Ekhtelaaf" by Hichkas, an Iranian artist who raps in Farsi
(with English subtitles) and Bruce Springsteen's "Streets of Philadelphia."
"Ekhtelaaf" is from the 2010 Iranian film, No One Dreams About Persian
Cats. The choice of a foreign song seems to matter a great deal for my
Non-Native English Speakers (NNES) who seem to light up when they see
an artist on the screen, singing in a language other than English.49 In this
case, the song also features gritty lyrics and footage of life in Tehran, the
capital of Iran. The latter, a hit song from the film Philadelphia (1993),
allows younger students to think about how music can showcase impor-
tant political and cultural issues, and make them understand that political
music does not have to include references to politicians or war, but can, as
in this case, touch on socio-political issues like HIV and AIDS.

After a detailed in-class discussion of the assignment, I post more direc-
tions online. These include an introductory paragraph on the relationship
between music and politics; formatting guidelines (font, page numbers,
citations, etc.); and due dates. I also share my five favorite political songs
with them so they understand how much this assignment means to their
instructor on a personal level. I include the countries of origin to make stu-
dents, especially the international ones, feel comfortable with international
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music so that they are encouraged to draw from diverse sources: the
Rol l ing Stones' "Paint It Black" (UK); Jay-Z and Alicia Keys' "Empire
Stave of Mind" (USA); the Procussions' "Little People" (USA); Hichkas's
••Ekhtelaaf" (Iran); and A. R. Rahman's "Kanaalinae" (India).

I also provide a sample paragraph of my own and let my students know
that this is what I would submit if I was doing this assignment. For example,
this is the sample paragraph I post about Jay-Z and Alicia Keys' "Empire

State of Mind":

I first heard this song in 2009 when my sister, who used to live in NYC,
started raving about it and how it was her anthem. It is definitely a New
Yorker's song and in the purest sense, an homage to the Big Apple. But,
it is also very political. Specifically, I think of the lyrics, "And since I
made it here/I can make it anywhere/yeah they love me everywhere."
New York has always represented the successes—and downsides—of
| the American Dream and these lyrics point to that. Jay-Z represents

success and he is inviting other people to share in his dream. But, he also
mentions that New York can be too tough, too competitive for some. He
raps, "Eight million stories out there/ And they're naked/Cities is a pity/
Half of y'all won't make it." I think this contradiction makes the song
political because he is letting folks know that New York is the place
to be, but also cautioning that not everyone survives or attains their

dream.

Students are asked to write at least 100 words per song, in a similar for-
mat to what I provided. They are encouraged to include sample lyrics and
some history about the first time they heard their musical selections. The
emphasis is on how these songs make them feel. Some students also burn
CDs for me, but it is not required and students do not receive extra credit
tor making CDs in conjunction with their liner notes. Non-English songs
must be translated into English.

The third and final component of this assignment is an in-class presenta-
tion of any one song from the students' mixtapes. After grading their essays
and returning them, I ask each student to email me one song they would
like to present in class and I assign songs on a first-come-first-serve basis
to avoid artists being represented more than once and in general, to diver-
s i fy the song selection. The presentation is usually not graded as strictly
(or for as many points) as the essay, but since it is a graded component
of their overall class grade, students know they have to take it seriously.
Since one of my foci is making sure students improve their critical think-
]ng and speaking skills—an expectation I make very clear on the first day
of the semester—this final component of the political mixtape assignment
ensures those learning outcomes by forcing students to adapt their writings

a short, but cogent presentation on why they chose that certain song
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and why it is political. On a side note, the presentation part of the
ment is a recent addition and was added on the suggestion of cl ^
discussant. However, it has become an enjoyable part of the assio

.7 students as well as myself, because the students are able to ne
tneir sons selections pv^n mr\ i Fct!>onali7e

nal that §did not make it toTe ̂ Vt^n^t^M
m these presentations-even tears-as students from NepT ^

to diem S° ^ CkSS WhUe dlscussin8 songs that

holef T.T ̂ V11*1̂  to ob^rve are the trends in sti
choices. Though the average age of my students is 23 years

MaaHartl/f rnCtinUe,t0 ^ °lder aftlStS Ilke Marvin Gaye ( 1 s t )

Itldtms w"th act ^ and HiP h°P aniStS HaVe the ni<)Sti -ip«c jnaKur, Young Jeczy Eminem and T J l ' \Y/

On' b^Mar' ̂ ^ ̂ ^ C°mm°n S°ngS ch°S£n Were "Whal?

One presentation that really stood out to me was made by a student who

was Toir^Ali °f dU?,aS a ̂ T Smper m A^anistan H :̂!;poster by Alice m Chains. I had enjoyed reading his written mate

hooTthe^ooS thS miraPC T7' bUt * WS WS P-senrat10i;rt "ayoof for the other students and me. He recounted how the song
was a homage to the father of one of the band members who had Sone by

of hStn T; t^ Vletnam' My StUd£nt Sa'd th- d-i -
sance ̂ s ln I T? ^ "̂  *"** durmg a r°udneiission. In that moment, as he was being pinned down by

ong aUndnthrtTned ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂  tLough his head w
g and that he started whispering it to the other Marines-*Here they

TtVonrd M Tter/Yeah' hCre C°me Ae r°OS-' yeah/You M
die. In that moment, that student made the class and American

-eign policy real for the rest of us and justified to me whv the m
assignment "works" so well in class

d power of this assignment is, of course, in the students' responses

authT ̂  r P,OT °f music- Tt is ciear to see that ^ -N!crS L .rt cTf X then those skllls can be transf—d » mwell In the following four samples, my students arc able to
t military service and foreign policy; government accountabO-

eflectlro SaSrS; C mternment of As-n Americans; and refugee
tions on genocide, in a way that I believe is unique and refreshing and

perhaps, only possible through the mixtape assignment:

A 1n P°HtlCIanS wh° °fte" "* the flag
it. As a 10 year veteran of the United States Marine Co

thi?, touches a deep nerve in me. I often question politicians who are in
, position to send troops into harm's way without any military service

I expect this as a minimum from my superiors and my troops look
u me for the same, so why would I expect nothing else from the suits on
Cap'tol Hill? (a student writing about Creedence Clearwater Revival's
"Fortunate Son").

"This song is personal to being a victim of Hurricane Katrina. When I
think back to the events of that time period, the lyrics touch a sensitive
spot . . • This song just shows that as poor people, we don't count,
but as a people we matter to each other. Tie my hands, I can't do
anything, so I need help and that is what we didn't get. Relying on each
other is how we made it (a student writing about Lil Wayne's "Tie My
Hands").

"The song features clips from an interview with the father and aunt of
lead singer Mike Shinoda, who tell the vivid story of the life of Shinoda's
family before, during and after World War II including their internment
at Manzanar . . . Every time I listen to this interview, I can picture the
insecurity, feeling and emotion of the Japanese people in the United
States caused by bloody war and politics. Can you imagine when you
waking up one morning and your family are told to be locked away

;in a camp?" (a student from Indonesia, writing about Fort Minor's
"Kenji").

i "As soon as I heard this song I felt like understood what he was feeling
and he was trying to say. You can easily tell this song is political because
of the lyrics: 'Ain't no way to explain the pain/ That I went through in the
rain/ They tried to terminate my kind by putting babies in graves/Man
the women got shot and their bodies decay/ They had us running for our
lives, man hiding in caves/ Kurdistan I represent I'm from the land of the
brave." These lyrics talk about the Kurdish struggle and the oppression
that is imposed on the Kurdish people by dictators to further achieve
their political agendas. (Refugee student from Iraq writing about Brothas
From Tha Gutta's "Life Story.")

Conclusion: Thoughts for the future

There is no denying the influence of popular music on American politics
and vice versa, whether manifested in the election slogans or campaign
efforts of candidates for higher office or the political messages conveyed
by folk, rap, and rock artists in songs and videos. The question of course
is how to channel this kinetic relationship into the classroom and create an
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environment of learning where music opens doors toward a better under
standing of politics. There are some exciting projects, courses, and peda-
gogical techniques being employed by educators to use music as a vehicle of
expression for students, but clearly the subject area is wide open for further
exploration and experimentation.

I believe that the mixtape assignment is enjoyed by my students because
it is unusual, which brings a certain shock value, but more importantly
because students actually feel like they can express more of themselves
through frank discussion of music than any other writing assignment or
class discussion. As one student recently said in an email, "I just wanted to
let you know I'm super pumped about this writing assignment. I am very
passionate about music and was so exciting [sic] to see a writing assign-
ment allowing me to freely choose and write about songs that I like and
can connect to politics." Looking back at the level of introspection and
honestly that accompanies these assignments, I simply do not believe that
this level of critical thinking can be manifested simply or in many other
assignments.

With that said, however, there are still a couple of potential drawbacks
to this assignment. The first is that like many classroom experiments, this
one requires a lot of preparation work from educators. Most students will
"get" the idea behind the assignment right away, but the) will also need
detailed instructions on how the assignment should be submitted, as well as
the educator's expectation and grading rubric. The second is that because
of the nature of this experiment, that is, a hybrid assignment that melds dif-
ferent learning objectives, determining if the assignment is a success may be
difficult. It is really up to each educator to structure the mixtape project in
a way that meets institutionally specific learning objectives.

It is also important to note that this particular assignment, though origi-
nally intended for political science educators, can easily be adapted to any
number of disciplines. For example, a history professor could ask students
to write and/or speak on songs from a certain era or that deal with specific
events like the Civil War. Students might choose "The Night They Drove
Old Dixie Down" by The Band, "Civil War" by Guns N' Roses, or "When
the Roses Bloom Again" by Wilco and Billy Bragg. On the other hand, a
professor of geography might utilize this assignment by having students
choose two to three songs that deal specifically with place (like "Home" by
Edward Sharpe and the Magnetic Zeroes or "Back to Memphis'' by Chuck
Berry). Students would have to locate the songs (promoting research skills);
listen to them with an ear to lyrics (critical listening); analyze the lyrics and
write creative liner notes tied to the specific theme (critical writing); and
then present the material to class in a confident manner, while maintainmi
eye contact, and explaining the importance of the songs (public speaking)-

In future semesters, I plan on controlling for the students' sex and age,
to determine how that might affect the selection of certain songs. I
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ko insist students provide me with the years of release for the songs to
j-eep better track of generational shifts to look at potential correlations
between students' age and that of the songs. I hope this research inspires
mv colleagues in disciplines across the board to embrace music as not just
! teaching tool, but as a potential avenue for the development of critical
reading and writing skills.
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